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 Understanding ones’ immediate surrounding 
is extremely essential for a harmonious living 
and plants form a major and very important part 
of this process. This lesson helps the learners 
explore the beneficial and harmful effects of 
plants to human beings and the larger ecosystem; 
the science behind the choice of the plants (or 
plant parts); the processes involved in obtaining 
them and their uses. 

Learning objectives: 
Learners will be able to:

Identify and classify the plants from their 
surroundings as food, medicinal, fibrous plants 
etc.

Recognize and tabulate the useful parts of 
the plant and discuss ways in which they are 
obtained and used.

Know the importance of plants - useful and 
harmful effects of plants. 
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Pre-requisite knowledge:
Basic understanding of root, stem, leaves, 
flowers, fruits, seeds - their general features, 
basic functions and their types.

The understanding that some roots, stem etc., 
store food in addition to their basic functions. 
Basic information about the medicinal plants 
around them.

Sub concept 01: Plants as food
To understand the food obtained from parts of 
the plant and the process of obtaining them. 

Materials required: Small cloth bags food from 
plants comprising roots, stems, leaves, flowers, 
fruits and seeds (pulses, cereals...)

Different materials from plants that are edible 
are kept in small bags and each group shall be 
given a bag. Some non-plant food substances or 
inedible plant parts also can be kept in the bag. 

The food we eat… the cloths we wear… the 
herbs that heals….
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Students are asked to predict the name of the 
plant and the part of the plant from which each 
of the food material has been obtained from. 

Then the group members are asked to discuss 
the following and present it to the whole class.

i) Reasons for their prediction

ii) Reasons for using each of these plants /  
 plant parts as food? – Nutrient value,  
 availability, suitable growing conditions etc.

iii) The processes involved to obtain the food  
 material from the plant.

The groups are asked to present their ideas on 
these three points to the whole class. The teacher 
moderates the discussion and shares necessary 
inputs to enrich their understanding.

Then the attention of the class can be brought 
to the plants that we have to avoid.  Through 
simple questions, bring their attention to the 
idea that not all plants are edible and some are 
rather harmful too.  

Students can also be asked to predict the food 
that they like or the food they had and list its 
constituents. (In case it is difficult to collect 
samples of food materials from plants)

Outcome:  Learners identify the source of food 
products that they eat in day to day life; explain 
the process of obtaining the food materials and 
its uses; understand that some plants need to be 
avoided.

Sub concept 02: Plants as fibre
To understand different plants that are used for 
making fibre, the reason for using some plants 
for fibre, the process of extracting fibre from 
them and the application of fibre.

Precaution: Care should be taken to ensure that 
children do not stain their uniforms with plant 
juices as they leave a permanent stain. 

Materials required: Fibre of jute, coconut, 
pineapple, aloe, sisal (agave), plantain, leaves of 
pineapple, aloe, pseudo stem of plantain, pictures 
of handicrafts made from plant fibres, etc.

Teacher displays the actual samples or pictures 
of the end products to the class and asks them to 
predict the source of the material. The samples 
could be products of many fibre yielding plants 
such as clothes, threads, paper, made from 
different fibers such as jute, cotton, coconut 
etc. Then the teacher asks the students to think 
about ways in which the fibre is extracted from 
the plant and discusses its uses. 

Task: Separation of fibre from plant

Teacher gives a sample of the leaf of pineapple, 
coconut husk, and asks them to think of ways to 
extract the fibre from the leaves.

 After giving few minutes to think and discuss, the 
teacher elicits the opinions of children and then 
shows the videos of extracting fibres from plants 
like pineapple, coconut, bamboo, sisal, jute etc..

SisalFibre Production -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch? v=ijHvfn2vcss

Banana fibre extraction -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nhZW2n-rqys

Weaving Piña Cloth - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch? v=yRvWiiGoOzI

Bamboo The Miracle Plant - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGdMTIxU9Uc

The Story of Cotton - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAUQNMldp_Y

Lesson on coir fibre extraction - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-R-zaE6G-4

After watching the videos, the teacher asks for 
preferred conditions for the fibre to be useful. 

Students are asked to try extracting fibre from 
the available sources…
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Condition: The fibres should be free from leaf 
tissue or any plant material, the fibre should be 
smooth, long and strong.

After their attempt at extraction, the class 
discusses on factors that are necessary for a 
plant to be used for fibre extraction and the uses 
of plant fibres in day to day life. 

Task: Making paper in the classroom.

Procedure:

1. Tear sheets of newspaper or any other waste  
 papers into lot of small pieces.

2. Put the pieces into a bowl. Cover with lots of  
 water. Leave to soak for some time.

3. Mash the soaked paper with a potato masher  
 (very slow method). Or give them a quick  
 whizz with a mixer grinder (fast method).  
 The mashed-up paper should look like thick  
 grey porridge. This is your paper pulp.

4. Add the pulp to a bowl of water. The mixture  
 should look like thick soup – not too runny.

5. Bend a wire coat hanger or any other strong   
 material like wood etc., into the shape you want  
 your paper to be. It has to be able to fit into  
 the bowl you've used in step.

6. Stretch one leg of a pair of tights or any other  
 cloth tightly over the frame chosen. Stretch as  
 much as you can. 

7. Give the paper pulp a good stir. Lower the  
 frame into water. Keep it level. Cover with  
 a thin layer of pulp. Lift out.

8. Place the frame on sheets of newspaper to  
 dry (takes a few days). Or put it on a tray in an  
 airing cupboard (faster method).

9. When dry, carefully peel the paper from the  
 frame. Your paper is ready to use. 

Extension: 

The same procedure can be used to make papers 
from different types of fibres and the papers can 
be used to compare the strength of fibres.

The uses of plants in construction and as timbers 
are also highlighted 

Outcome:  Learners identify the source of fibre 
products that they use in day to day life; explains 
the process of obtaining the fibre from different 
plants and uses.

Sub concept 03: Plants as 
Medicine 

To investigate plants around us that are used as 
medicines.

Precaution: Students are instructed not to try 
any medicinal plant without proper advice.

Teacher builds a discussion on some simple home 
medicines that are given to the students when 
they are unwell. The teacher asks the students 
to list the medicinal plants around them, discuss 
methods to identify the right plant and methods 
involved in processing the plant to be prepared 
as a medicine.

It is important for the teacher to highlight that 
it is necessary to diagnose the illness properly, 
choose the right kind of medicine for specific 
symptoms and causes, and administer the 
medicine in the appropriate way. Teacher can 
also draw attention to the similarities between 
herbal remedies and modern medicines. 

Students can be asked to choose one herbal 
remedy to research further using internet 
resources, library, talking to elders in their 
locality and prepare a one page summary of the 
research listing important points about the,
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1. Herb’s history

2. Claims for its effectiveness( known examples  
 of treating the illnesses)

Students can be encouraged to apply crude 
extracts of medicinal plants like neem oil, 
turmeric powder on common fungi and algal 
growth on bread, spoiled food from home and 
observe the effect of the medicinal plants. 

Repelling effect of medicinal plants can also be 
tested against insects in rice, cereals, pulses etc.

Outcome:  Learners identify the medicinal plants 
used in day to day life; explains the process of 
obtaining the medicines and uses; understands 
that some plants need to be avoided.
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